
Checking your water meter and bills for any trends 
Comparing with national or other average water use patterns 
Inspecting all water systems for leaks 
Checking for wastage by regularly checking meters for leaks in the system when no water is being used e.g., early morning or
late at night, alternatively you can install electronic leak monitors.

Inefficient stock drinkers
Leaks from water troughs
Leaks from pipelines
Potential leaks, e.g., pipes which could freeze and should be lagged or drained over winter.

Check all equipment including taps, troughs, hoses, and pipelines for leaks, e.g., wet areas or water issuing from leaks in pipes,
as part of routine farm work
Repair or replace damaged or inefficient equipment, e.g., consider a five-year washer replacement
Minimise costs by reducing waste and improving the effectiveness of equipment, e.g., drinkers
Check above ground pipes and equipment to ensure they are frost-proof
Consider isolation valves on the distribution system and drain when not in use during the winter months.

1. Regularly review your water use by: 

2. Identify potential opportunities arising from:

3. Calculate the cost-benefit of these opportunities by estimating the cost of the necessary work, e.g., replacing washers,
provision and fitting of new drinkers, provision of leak monitoring equipment, lagging and isolation valves. Consider the cost-
benefit of identified improvements by comparing with the savings from reduced water use (mains approximately 1.91p/m³ South
West Water, 2020). Identify payback periods. NB, please note cost/m³ will vary depending on your water company.

4. Develop and implement an action plan taking care to raise the awareness about the need to check for leaks and:

NB, a dripping tap or overflow can waste as much as 4 to 90 litres a day costing £2.78 - £62.74 year (£1.91/m³ South West Water,
2020).

5. Monitor progress by reviewing water use and the savings in water costs to ensure payback is achieved. Ensure a careful watch
is kept on your mains water pipeline because you will be responsible (in most cases) for any leaks onto public highways.

Water is essential to your business and increasing in
value. By monitoring your water use regularly and
checking for waste and leaks you could make significant
cost savings by:
•             improving crop production
•             reducing costs
•             protecting soils
•             protecting the environment
•             helping to safeguard future supplies.
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Livestock farm leaks
By tackling a surface water pipe leak of 50 litres/hour that
drained to a slurry storage system, as well as a mains
leak of 1m³ /hour (for 3 months) that soaked away, a farmer
significantly reduced costs.  Leak detection and repairs by the
farmer totalled £14/hour.  The average contractor costs
£100/leak, in addition to commercial leak detection at
approximately £130/day. 
 
The surface water leak of 50 litres/hour is 438m³/year =
£836.58 per year at £1.91/m³.  Spreading slurry using a tanker
costs from £4/m³, spreading through a pump costs from
£1.50/m³.  Increasing costs to between £657 and £1,752
depending on if the volume produced was spread using a
tanker or pump.  
 
The payback for the business was under a year. It is also worth
ensuring your farmhouse water supply system is secure
on the same basis.

Reducing use for dairy cows
Overuse can be controlled to ensure that it is at, or less than,
the typical rate of use of 35 -70 litres/cow/day. Using a 100-cow
herd as an example the reduction of only 1 litre/cow/day of
wash water would reduce the volume by:
1 x 100 x 365 = 36.5 m³/year 
This could reduce the cost of the mains water (£1.91/m³) by
£69.71, and the additional cost of storage of dirty water
and spreading to land of between £54.75 and £146/year.
 
Leaking drinkers for pigs 
In a pig unit, an increase in water wastage by as little as 10%
could cost £3.00/pig place annually.
Some drinkers generate wastage of up to 50% so the potential
savings can be substantial.
 
Water leaks cost money, damage soils and can affect stock
health. A leak of 1 litre a minute costs over £1,000 a year, and
in terms of water consumption can be equivalent to increasing
the dairy herd by 25.

To monitor the use and losses from the water system on a regular basis since responsibility and financial liability for pipeline
leaks on the farm are likely to be yours.    
Water is a valuable commodity - the less that is wasted the more you will benefit.
A drip a second can cost over £10 a year.
For further information please contact:  
The Rivers Trust: www.theriverstrust.org/who-we-are/find-your-local-trust,  
Environment Agency: www.gov.uk/government/organisations/environment-agency, 
Catchment Sensitive Farming: agricultural-water-pollution
www.gov.uk/guidance/catchment-sensitive-farming-reduce-agricultural-water-pollution

While Westcountry Rivers Trust has endeavoured to ensure the accuracy of this
guidance it does not accept any liability arising from its use. 

This information sheet is part of a series produced by Westcountry Rivers Trust providing farmers with advice on
land management practices  to protect water bodies. The advice enables farmers to use farm resources more
efficiently, helping to meet Nitrate Vulnerable Zone, Cross Compliance, Farming Rules for Water and other
regulations while protecting our environment and natural resources.

 Copyright: Westcountry Rivers Trust 
Registered Charity No. 1135007
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